Abstract-The
I. INTRODUCTION
One way to ensure trouble-free use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is that to prevent the violation of the space-time passing (STP) of intermediate route points (IRP) and the deviation from the desired altitude. For this is currently developed a number of ways the UAV navigation. This paper proposes an algorithm for improving of navigation method. The essence of the method is to use the standard maps prepared by a known method before driving UAV, choosing dimensional plot area of the reference card and the division of the site into a number of intermediate route points. Then, the reference trajectory of the UAV is composed by using the IRP. The current map is drawn on base of measuring parameters dimensional plot of the reference card by using radio waves. The next operation is to compare the values obtained from dimensional plot of the current and reference cards. The calculation of correction signal is made on basis of definition of measurement results, parameters of the motion control UAV by adjusting its location as it passes of dimensional plot. The disadvantages of this method include the fact that it does not describe an algorithm for adjusting the trajectory of motion of UAV.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let's an UAV is performing a flight in the horizontal plane on the altitude (H < 100 meters) with a constant velocity V and it is necessary with a given accuracy provide the space-time passing of the intermediate routing points. Let is given the displacement of an UAV itself (point E) and great circle coordinates (GCC) of two nearest intermediate routing points: intermediate routing point "A", which is passed and intermediate routing point "B", which is necessary to pass. Also let is given the great circle coordinates of intermediate routing point "C", which follows the rout "B" (Fig. 1) . The main problem is focused on the investigation of the ability to return an UAV with minimal time to the given routing line (GRL) and also determine the range values and direction of the deviation from the GRL. As well it is necessary to develop the algorithm of the trajectory motion correction of an UAV to provide its return on GRL with a minimal time, taking into account the dynamic possibility of an UAV. For strict solving of the return problem of an UAV on the GRL with a minimal time it is useful apply the calculus variation apparatus. Below is given the approximated iterated algorithm of the given problem solution.
Before the determination of the optimal motion trajectory of an UAV, observe the simplest problem of approaching intermediate routing point "B" for an UAV, which has the velocity vector V, parallel to the line AB and is placed in the point "E". Obviously that from the  АВЕ, that minimal distance from point "E" to the line AB -the quantity DE we can calculate by the formula:
where S  is an area of the triangular  АВЕ. As is known that at the coordinated turn of an UAV centrifugal force R n, lift force Y and weight G create the triangular which is shown on the figure (Fig. 2) . Is known also the relation between angle of roll (  ) and the value of the normal overload (n y ), which is presented in the Table 1 . according to the formula:
where g is Gravity force acceleration. If the motion between points Е and B is executed with constant radius of curvature (ROC), then for minimally acceptable ROC a center of the osculating circle will be located on straight, which is perpendicular to tangent of trajectory in point Е. In this case an angle between a tangent to osculating circle in point B and line, wich is collinear to AB (Fig. 3) , has a maximum value
The values of the segment OEB:
and
So, it follows from (1) for this case of turn
If we denote the value ОD = х then, according to the Pythagorean Theorem, it is possible to write:
From the equation (3) follows:
аnd the turn radius t R is determined by the formula:
Obviously that the minimal possible turn radius will happen during the maximal possible overload of an UAV. (Fig. 4) the radius of each turn is defined by help of equations (2) or (4). The trajectory of double turn may describe with help of the cubic polynomial from t.
For solving problems of this kind are devoted whole chapters of Computational Mathematics [2] , [3] . We will confine ourselves to the submission of curves parameterized type of the third power. In this case we have For finding of the trajectory curvature more convenient represent of trajectory coordinates, for example, for two-dimensional case, as , .
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As known from theoretical mechanics [4] , if we have equations (5), than we can easy calculate the radius of the trajectory curvature in the given point by formula , / It isn't difficult to calculate the radius curvature for whole of trajectory also.
The algorithm of the trajectory motion correction is that to determine from choosing area of route the point which has a minimum radius curvature R min .
Next step of algorithm is to compare values R min and R t .
If in point F(x, y), which lies between point E and B, R min > R t , then we get over to forming the segment trajectory from point B.
Otherwise, we design the segment trajectory between points E and M.
Further it is necessary to design the trajectory from point A to B and so on.
But, not always possible to provide given conditions of task, namely, if the angle between vector velocity and vector AB has great value, for example more / 2,  then to provide the turn of UAV to IRP "B' very difficult. In this case, the UAV must make a turn on  and continue a motion in direction of IRP "B'.
Decreasing of velocity and correspondingly decreasing of trajectory radius curvature is not desirable because of possibility of stall and spin entry.
Strictly speaking, we have here the 3-rd order polynomial 3 2 ( ) ,
for approximation of trajectory and it is necessary to compose and decide four equations with four unknown quantities. Two equations are composed due to two known points, in our case points B and E, rest equationsdue to known tangents of trajectory in these points.
Next variant of trajectory construction is that three equations are composed due to three known points and forth equation -due to known tangent of trajectory in point E [3] .
Let's write the system of equations for this case: 
direction of axes "OX" coincides with direction of vector velocity.
By solving this system of equations by anyone from the known methods for example by the Kramer's rule or by method of the step by step exclusion of unknown values it is possible to find coefficients a, b, c, d of the cubic polynomial.
IV. EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION OF RETURNING THE UAV TO A PREDETERMINED ROUTE LINE
The task is to explore the possibility of returning the UAV to a predetermined route line. Table 2 . The dependence of required overload for turn of UAV on IRP "B", when it is located at various distances Now we can use equations (5) and (6) for calculation of radius of curvature, but analytical model with help of equations (1-4) is easier.
CONCLUSION
In this paper an approximately algorithm of the trajectory motion correction of an UAV to provide its return on GRL, taking into account the dynamic possibility of an UAV is given.
From considered example is follows conclusion: on considerable moving off from IRP "B", at decreasing distance between point E and line AB the value of required overload for turn of UAV on IRP "B" is decreasing. But at approach to point B this rule is beginning to change.
Coordinates of UAV trajectory at return to intermediate route point may describe quadratic equation (single turn) or the 3-rd order polynomial (double turn) in dependence from position of UAV, direction its vector velocity and location of next IRP.
Wherein the definition radius of curvature for the 3-rd order polynomial boil down to same task of trajectory, which describes quadratic equation.
For determination peculiarities of this algorithm it is necessary to make additional researches.
